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Abstract. Given a hand-held RGB-D camera (e.g. Kinect), methods such as
Structure from Motion (SfM) and Iterative Closest Point (ICP), perform poorly
when reconstructing indoor scenes with few image features or little geometric
structure information. In this paper, we propose to extract high level primitives–
planes–from an RGB-D camera, in addition to low level image features (e.g. SIFT),
to better constrain the problem and help improve indoor 3D reconstruction. Our
work has two major contributions: first, for frame to frame matching, we propose
a new scheme which takes into account both low-level appearance feature corre-
spondences in RGB image and high-level plane correspondences in depth image.
Second, in the global bundle adjustment step, we formulate a novel error measure-
ment that not only takes into account the traditional 3D point re-projection errors,
but also the planar surface alignment errors. We demonstrate with real datasets
that our method with plane constraints achieves more accurate and more appeal-
ing results comparing with other state-of-the-art scene reconstruction algorithms
in aforementioned challenging indoor scenarios.

1 Introduction

RGB-D cameras (e.g. Microsoft Kinect), which outputs RGB images and corresponding
depth images at video frame rate, are new addition to vision sensors for indoor 3D
reconstruction. Recent approaches [1][2][3][4] demonstrated the use of a hand-held
RGB-D camera for indoor 3D reconstructions. However, texture-less regions and 3D
space with few distinctive geometric structures are challenging places for state-of-the-
art 3D reconstruction algorithms. Unfortunately, in indoor environment, such places
are very common, for example the white walls and ceiling corners as seen in the middle
column of Fig. 1.

In this paper, we propose to extract higher level primitives, i.e. planes, from the RGB-
D sensor’s depth channel for hand-held RGB-D camera indoor 3D reconstruction. Our
major contributions include:

– First, we developed a robust pair-wise matching algorithm across frames via match-
ing of both extracted planes and RGB image visual features. Our evaluation demon-
strates that planes better constrain the reconstruction problem in the aforementioned
challenging cases in low-texture low geometry information regions.

– Second, planes are compact representations of dense points and have clear associ-
ations across frames. This enables us to develop a novel formulation to incorporate
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Fig. 1. Results of our system on datasets (a)Rm. FB220, (b)Rm. SN277 and (c)Rm. SN353. Ac-
cumulated point clouds (colors are added to distinguish points from different planes), zoomed
view, and planes resulted from our algorithm are shown from left to right.

plane correspondences (in addition to visual feature correspondence) to the Bundle
Adjustment (BA) [5][6][7], which is usually the final step for 3D reconstruction.
The purpose for BA is to globally adjust the recovered camera poses for the best
possible reconstruction result.

– In addition, our proposed algorithm results in a piecewise planar representation for
planar parts of the scene. Such compact representation of the scene can be deployed
for applications such as noise reduction, data compression, etc.

While any primitive representation can be used with our method, a piecewise planar
representation is most natural for man-made indoor environments, due to the dominant
existence of planar surfaces, such as walls, floors, etc.

We evaluate our approach on several real world indoor datasets. Some have a lot of
texture-less regions, which confuse SfM algorithms; some also have areas with signif-
icant geometrical ambiguity, such as large pieces of walls, which confuse ICP algo-
rithms. By combining low level appearance features and high level geometric primi-
tives, our algorithm handles these challenges well, and significantly improves the re-
construction results.

1.1 Related Work

Existing indoor 3D reconstruction algorithms fall into two major categories: (1) point
cloud based registration such as Iterative Closest Point (ICP) and (2) visual feature
based Structure from Motion (SfM).

Newcombe et al. in KinectFusion [2] utilized Iterative Closest Point (ICP) to align
one frame’s structure with previously captured data. While showing promising accuracy
in certain environment settings, the main drawback is that ICP relies only on distinc-
tive geometric information and would confuse when scanning a large piece of wall: the
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planar point cloud seen in the sensor’s field of view cannot be localized in 3D space,
because it can arbitrarily move along the wall surface without changing the ICP min-
imization cost. In order to conquer this drifting problem, salient image features can
be extracted from the color channels of the RGB-D data, providing extra constraints to
limit the ICP drift in [1]. Additionally, ICP needs a reasonable initialization. [1] uses the
result from Structure from Motion to initialize ICP, which tends to fail in challenging
scenarios with few image features points detected.

Structure from Motion (SfM) is another popular technique to estimate camera poses.
Since only image feature points are used, SfM fails when very few matched features are
found for two frames or the extracted features are not well distributed over the scene. As
demonstrated later, in the worst case–when the whole room contains very few visually
salient features–no frame will be registered together with SfM. Therefore, ICP and SfM
algorithms are expected to fail in challenging cases with few image features and little
geometric structure information.

However, we notice that additional high level contraints exist in the depth chan-
nel. As shown in Fig. 4, although there are no genuine image feature correspondences
around the ceiling, the two frames still can be well aligned together if we could extract
planes from the depth map and find the correct plane matches in the two frames. By
combining high-level depth information and low-level image features, our system han-
dle well previously mentioned challenging situations which cannot be solved alone by
ICP or SfM.

In the SfM literature, the final step is usually global error mitigation through Bundle
Adjustment. This global adjustment step is crucial for building a model for a large scene
such as the whole room. However it is not straightforward to incorporate dense point
cloud into the BA framework, since there is no obvious association between points
from different frames. Even though ICP could be used to find point associations, it is
computational prohibitive considering the large amount of points. It is also unnecessary
to find correspondences for all points due to the redundancy in the point cloud. We
propose to use plane as compact representation of dense point clouds, and integrate the
plane alignment term in the traditional BA formulation.

Plane constraints have been proved useful in other works for 3D reconstruction or
3D mapping. Sinha et al. [8] and Furukawa et al. [9] recovered a piecewise planar
representation of the scene during the stereo procedure; Gallup et al. [10] detected the
planar surface based on the trained information to improve the results of stereo for
urban scene reconstruction. Lee et al. [11] used the constraints from coplanar feature
points for visual SLAM. Different from these works, we use planes extracted from
relatively accurate depth maps, which serve as an independent piece of information
from features in RGB images. Pathak et al. [12][13] also extracted planes from a depth
camera and performed plane matching to register frames. However, without the help of
salient feature points, planes alone can not determine transformations between frames
that contain only simple geometries such as walls. Additionally, they did not exploit the
plane alignment constraint for the global error mitigation.

Our work also relates to the research on SfM and Bundle Adjustment ( [14][6] [7][15]
among others), again, the novelty of our method is that we perform bundle adjustment
on both image features and planes.
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2 Overview of the System

To build a complete model of a room, we capture a sequence of RGB-D images of
the room. The intrinsics of the RGB-D camera is pre-calibrated, thus we only need
to estimate the camera poses (extrinsics, namely camera rotations and translations) to
reconstruct the room. The main steps of the system are shown in Fig. 2.

For every frame in the sequence, we extract salient image features from RGB color
image. SIFT features are used in this paper. We also fit planar surface patches from the
depth maps, which is introduced in detail in Section 3. The corresponding 3D coordi-
nate for each image feature point is calculated under its camera coordinate system, given
that the depth value at its image location is known. We call these 3D points originat-
ing from image features simply as “features” or “points” in order to differentiate them
from planes extracted from depth maps. We remove features that locate at discontinuity
regions in the depth map, because their depth values are typically inaccurate.

Fig. 2. The flow chart of our 3d reconstruction system

Next, we perform a pairwise matching over the data sequence to find the matched
frames. Robust pairwise matching results are achieved by using both planar surfaces and
features. For each matched frame pair, the matched features and planes are found, to-
gether with their underlying geometric transformation. We will introduce our modified
RANSAC matching algorithm that handles both points and planes matches in Section 4.
To save computation time, we do not test any two frames for match in the whole data
sequence. Instead, similar to [1], the time coherence of the sequence is explored and
some key frames are automatically selected during the matching procedure. When a
new frame comes, it is only matched against a few neighboring frames before it and all
previous key frames.

Finally, we run Bundle Adjustment algorithm on all the matched features and planes
from all pairs of the matched frames to obtain their globally optimal camera poses. Our
bundle adjustment algorithm is carried out directly in 3D space instead of 2D image
space thanks to the 3D location information computed from the depth channel. Differ-
ent from traditional bundle adjustment, planes provide strong constraints for camera
pose estimation in indoor environment. This extended bundle adjustment algorithm is
introduced in Section 5. We evaluate our algorithm in Section 6 qualitatively and quan-
titatively. Our proposed system with plane constraints achieves significant improvement
over state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms in real world indoor datasets.

3 Planar Surface Extraction from Depth Map

Given the camera intrinsics, a depth map can be transformed to a point cloud, and
vice versa. Therefore we use these two terms interchangeably. In the literature of plane
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(a)the depth map (b)the extracted planes in 2D (c) the plane segments in 3D

Fig. 3. Planar surface extraction results via voting in plane parameter space

extraction from point cloud, region growing [16] and voting [17] are two popular tech-
niques. Region growing algorithms scatter some initial seeds over the image, and grad-
ually merge neighboring pixels belonging to the same plane. The voting algorithms
transform all points into plane parameter space. The peaks in the parameter space cor-
respond to the consensus planes in the original space. We implement a plane voting
algorithm. Note that the plane is extracted under the individual camera coordinate sys-
tem. We represent a plane in 3D space by nTx−d = 0, where n is the plane normal—a
3D unit vector; d is the distance of the plane to the camera optical center. We force the
plane normal to point away from the origin, giving us a positive d.

A local plane is fitted for each pixel in the depth map using its neighboring pixels.
Then these local planes vote in the plane parameter space to find consensus planes. After
finding the peaks in the plane parameter space, we recalculate the plane parameters by
fitting planes from all the pixels voting for the same peak. Finally, we assign each pixel
to one of the detected planes, or as a non-plane if the distance to all planes is too large.
Plane parameters are refined again from their associated pixels. In addition, the convex
hull {vi}Ki=1 of a plane segment is found to indicate its boundary. Fig. 3 shows the
extracted planes in 2D and 3D.

4 Robust Pair-Wise Matching

Given the detected planes and features for two frames, next we need to find the matched
features and matched planes if any, together with the geometric transformation that
aligns these two frames. The transformation is represented by a rotation matrix R and a
translation vector T , satisfying Xr = RX l+T , where X l and Xr are 3D points under
two camera coordinate systems (left and right).

To reduce the searching space of matched planes and features, the initial feature and
plane match set are found and then refined. The initial feature match set is computed by
checking the similarity of SIFT descriptors. It is much more difficulty to find the initial
plane match set, since the appearance of the same plane in two frames might be dramat-
ically different when each frame contains different parts of the same plane. Fortunately,
the relative angles between planes are constant even when viewed from different po-
sitions, which is a useful clue to find the plane match set, although some ambiguities
still exist. Hence, instead of finding one initial plane match set, multiple plane matching
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Fig. 4. Robust Pairwise Matching of Both Planes and Features. (a) two input frames and de-
tected planes. (b) four plane matching hypotheses are shown on top (same color indicates a
plane match), and the initial feature matches are shown on bottom. When searching for plane
hypotheses, only plane appearance and angles between planes are used, resulting in some plane
mismatches. RANSAC is used to find the underlying geometrical transformation between two
frames and the matching features and matching planes as well, as shown in (c).

hypotheses are found due to the aforementioned ambiguities on plane correspondence.
Each plane matching hypothesis consists of a set of tentatively matching planes.

RANSAC [18][19] is a powerful technique to refine the match set and find the un-
derlying transformation from an initial match set. Since we have two different kinds
of match sets, the conventional RANSAC is extended to take both the feature match
set and plane match set as input and output the refined matching pairs. Since there are
multiple plane matching hypotheses and RANSAC takes only one plane match set as
input each time, we run RANSAC multiple times on every plane matching hypothesis
together with initial feature match set. Within multiple RANSAC-refined match sets,
we pick the one that collects most supports from the rest pairs in the match set. The
extended RANSAC algorithm is discussed in detail in Sec. 4.2. An example of the pair-
wise matching is shown in Fig. 4.

4.1 Plane Matching Hypothesis

Relative plane angle and plane appearance similarity are used as plane matching cri-
terion. Even though the viewing location and orientation of the moving camera are
different when capturing any two frames, the relative angles between the observed
planes of the static scene are constant. Moreover, the appearance of a plane in the RGB
channel in one frame should be somewhat similar to its corresponding plane in the
other frame. For a plane segment in one frame, a joint histogram of hue-saturation
hHS is calculated from RGB channel to represent its color information; an inten-
sity histogram hI is used to represent its texture information. The appearance sim-
ilarity of the two planes is defined as the overlapping area of their histograms, i.e.,∑

imin(hHS
1 (i),hHS

2 (i))+
∑

i min(hI
1(i),h

I
2(i)). Based on these two clues—relative

angles and appearance—we designed an algorithm to find a set of plane matching
hypotheses.
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Finding two plane subsets with same relative plane angles is equivalent to finding
a rotation matrix that rotates the plane normals in one set to the plane normals in the
other set. Theoretically, a brute force search on the rotation matrix space is possible.
That is, we apply all possible rotation matrices on the planes of one frame, and find a
subset of planes in this frame that have corresponding planes with similar plane nor-
mals and appearance in the other frame. We call a subset of planes in one frame and
the matching planes in the other frame as a plane matching hypothesis. Generally,
more than one reasonable plane matching hypothesis would be found. For instance, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), three planes are mutually perpendicular, yielding totally six plane
matching hypotheses assuming all three planes have the similar appearance. To elim-
inate some hypotheses, we constrain the rotation angle within a threshold, given the
practical assumption that two nearby frames should not rotate too much.

However, the above brute force algorithm is intractable, since it searches a 3D space
for the rotation matrix. Similar to [13], we take advantage of the fact that a rotation
matrix can be decomposed into a rotation axis and a rotation angle about the axis. We
repetitively pick one pair of planes 〈Pi,Pj〉 that have similar appearance from two
frames, and find a rotation matrix R that rotates normal vector ni to nj , i.e., Rni = nj .
After applying R on all the planes in the first frame, Pi and Pj’s normals are aligned.
Most likely by now only Pi and Pj are aligned, but not any other planes in the two
views. Next, we rotate the planes of the first frame about axis Rni to see if some other
planes have matching planes in the second frame. In this way, we search along only one
dimension—the rotation angle about axis Rni.

4.2 Run RANSAC on one Plane Matching Hypothesis and the Feature Match
Set

The initial feature match set might contain spurious pairs, as might a plane matching hy-
pothesis. We extend standard RANSAC method to find the underlying geometric trans-
formation between two frames. When a feature match or plane match fits a candidate
transformation, it supports this transformation (details are given later). Our RANSAC
algorithm returns the transformation that collects most supports from the putative fea-
ture matching set and plane matching hypothesis.

Randomly Sample Matched Pairs. To perform RANSAC, we need to randomly sam-
ple a minimum number of matched pairs from initial match set to determine a rigid
transformation candidate. We have two kinds of matched pairs–matched 3D features
and matched planes. As elaborated in [12], three planes with linearly independent nor-
mal vectors uniquely determine a transformation; similarly three non-collinear features
uniquely determine a transformation. Additionally, two nonparallel planes and a feature
also uniquely determine a transformation, as do two features and a plane with a differ-
ent normal direction than the vector connecting the two feature points. Our randomly
sampled match subsets are evenly distributed over the above four cases—three planes,
three features, two planes with one feature, and two features with one plane.

Calculating the Transformation from Pairs of Matches. Inside each loop of RANSAC,
the transformation needs to be calculated from the randomly sampled matches (the seeds).
We consider a general case, where there are n pairs of matched planes S = {〈P l

i ,Pr
j 〉},
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Fig. 5. The closeness on planes parameters shown in (a) does not equal to the closeness of plane
segments shown in (b). In (b), even though each pair of matched planes have much larger differ-
ence on the origin-to-plane distance d, they are better aligned comparing with (a). The solid line
segments denote the plane segments, and o is the origin of the world coordinate.

and m pairs of matched features T = {〈f li , frj 〉}. A transformation 〈R, T 〉 is estimated
such that when applying it to the planes and features from one frame, the overall distance
between matched items should be minimized. That is,

min
∑

〈Pl
i ,Pr

j 〉∈S

D2
pln(Q(R, T,P l

i),Pr
j ) +

∑

〈f li ,frj 〉∈T

D2
pt(Rf li + T, frj ). (1)

where Q(·) applies transform 〈R, T 〉 to P l
i , while Dpln(·) and Dpt(·) are distance func-

tions for planes and features respectively. The distance between features is simply de-
fined as Euclidean distance. However, the Euclidean distance of plane parameters 〈n, d〉
is not a good measurement of the plane distance as shown in Fig. 5, mainly because the
planes in our case actually mean “plane segments” which have boundaries.

Distance between Plane Segments. Instead of measuring Euclidean distance between
plane parameters, we measure the distances from the boundary points (convex hull) of
one plane segment to its matched plane. Ideally, we could use the sum of the point-
to-plane distances from all points in one plane segment to the other plane, since these
points are the direct observations of a plane. However it is computationally more expen-
sive given the number of points in a plane segment. In addition, the convex-hull-to-plane
distance is the upper-bound of the sum of point-to-plane distances1.

Let’s assume we are measuring the distance between two plane segments {P l
i ,Pr

j }
under the transformation 〈R, T 〉. Their plane parameters are 〈nl

i, d
l
i〉 and 〈nr

j , d
r
j〉 in

their individual camera coordinate systems, and the vertices on the convex hulls of
two plane segments are {vl

i,k}
K1

k=1 and {vr
j,k}

K2

k=1. The upper-index l and r indicates

1 Each observed point p assigned to a plane could be represented by a linear combination of the
convex hull vertices {vi}, i.e., p =

∑
i civi + ε; where

∑
i ci = 1 and ε accounts for the fact

that the point p might not lie exactly on the fitted plane. Since the point-to-plane distance is
a convex function, the weighted sum of convex-hull-vertex-to-plane distances is statistically
the upper-bound of the distance from an observed point to the world plane. Taking all the
points associated with one plane into consideration, the sum of squared point-to-plane dis-
tances (upper-bound) is c

∑
i wi ∗D2(vi), where c is the number of the points; D(·) measures

point-to-plane distance; and wi is the overall weight on a vertex satisfying
∑

wi = 1.
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which frame the data belong to, and we will ignore them whenever it does not cause
confusion. As shown in [12], after applying the transformation 〈R, T 〉 to plane P l

i , its
plane parameter will be 〈Rni, di + nT

i R
TT 〉, and its convex hull vertices will be

{Rvi,k + T }K1

k=1. Then the distance between plane segments in Eq. 1 is defined as,

D2
pln =

K1∑

i=1

wi,k‖nT
j Rvi,k + nT

j T − dj‖22+

K2∑

i=1

wj,k‖nT
i R

Tvj,k − nT
i R

TT − di‖22.
(2)

The first item in the right side of the equation is the perpendicular distance between
the transformed vertices on the convex hull of the first plane and the second plane,
while the second term is the distance between the vertices of the second plane and the
transformed first plane. Each point-to-plane distance is given a weight wi,k , satisfying∑

k wi,k = 1, because vertices on the convex hull are not a uniform sample of the plane
boundary. Larger weights are given to vertices further away from their neighboring
vertices along the convex hull.

Find the Supporting Pairs and Choose the Best Transformation. For each transfor-
mation candidate calculated from the randomly selected matched pairs, we count how
many other matching pairs fit this transformation. It is straightforward to use Euclidean
distance when testing a pair of features and use the distance defined in Eq. 2 to measure
the distance between planes after transformation. We also check if two plane segments
overlap after transforming one plane’s segment to the other plane’s image space. Only
when a pair of planes are close enough and have overlap under one transformation, we
say they fit the transformation.

5 Extended Bundle Adjustment of Feature Points and Planes

After performing the above robust pairwise matching algorithm on the frames of the
depth map and RGB image sequence, we have a large number of feature/plane match
sets. Given all these pairwise match sets, matching features/planes over the whole se-
quence are linked together. A set of linked features {f ik}i∈Ck is called a feature track,
corresponding to the same 3D point pk in a world coordinate system. The notation f ik
represents a 3D feature point in the k-th visual feature track from the i-th frame, and
Ck is the set of frame indices where all the indexed frames have feature corresponding
to the 3D world point pk. Similarly from the plane matching sets, a number of plane
tracks can be found. Each plane track is composed of a set of linked planes {P i

j}i∈Dj

from various frames corresponding to the same world plane Qj . The notation P i
j rep-

resents a plane in the j-th plane track and extracted from i-th frame, while Dj is the set
of frame indices where all the indexed frames have the extracted planes corresponding
to the world plane Qj .

Problem Statement. After the pairwise matching on a sequence, we have M plane
tracks {{P i

j}i∈Dj}Mj=1, and K feature tracks {{f ik}i∈Ck}Kk=1. The planes and features
inside the tracks are represented under their own camera spaces. The unknowns in our
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problem are the camera poses {Ri, Ti}Ni=1 for N frames in the sequence, the plane pa-
rameters {nj, dj}Mj=1 for M planes {Qj} in the world, and K point locations {pk}Kk=1

in the world. The camera pose of the i-th frame is represented by rotation matrix Ri

and a 3D translation vector Ti, which transform a point Xwld in world space to the i-th
camera space coordinate Xi via Xi = RiXwld + Ti.

Cost Function. Based on the extracted feature and plane tracks, we adjust simultane-
ously the camera poses and the parameters of the world planes and world points to make
sure that the desired world planes and world points are as close as possible to the planes
and points detected in each frame. The cost function to be minimized is:

c

Npln

∑

{i,j|i∈Dj}
cijD

2
pln

(
Q(Ri, Ti,Qj),P i

j

)
+

1− c

Npt

∑

{i,k|i∈Ck}
D2

pt

(
Q(Ri, Ti,pk), f

i
k

)
,

(3)

where Dpln(·) measures the distance between a detected plane and the world plane,
while Dpt(·) measures the distance between an observed feature and a world point.
Q(·) transforms a point or a plane in the world space to a certain camera space given
the camera pose. Constant c weights the effects of plane tracks against feature tracks;
Npln and Npt are the number of planes in all plane tracks and the number of points in
all feature tracks respectively. cij is the weight on the plane in the plane track and equals
to the number of associated pixels in a plane divided by the average number of pixels
among planes in all plane tracks.

Again we use the Euclidean distance to measure Dpt, i.e., D2
pt (Q(Ri, Ti,pk) , f

i
k) =

‖Ripk + Ti − f ik‖22. For distance between a detected plane and a world plane, as in
Eq. 2, we measure the convex-hull-to-plane distance, i.e., D2

pln

(
Q(Ri, Ti,Qj),P i

j

)
=

∑
hw

i
j,h‖nT

j R
T
i v

i
j,h − nT

j R
T
i Ti − dj‖22, where {vi

j,h} are the vertices on the convex
hull of the plane P i

j , and 〈nj , dj〉 are the plane parameters of Qj . Putting everything
together, we have the cost function,

c

Npln

∑

{i,j,h|i∈Dj}
cijw

i
j,h‖nT

j R
T
i v

i
j,h − nT

j R
T
i Ti − dj‖22+

1− c

Npt

∑

{i,k|i∈Ck}
‖Ripk + Ti − f ik‖22.

(4)

Note that the camera pose for the very first camera is fixed at the origin with an identity
rotation matrix in the above function.

Statistically speaking, the noise on observed points comes from variant independent
factors, for example, errors from the 2D SIFT detector, depth map, camera calibration,
thus we assume it is normally distributed based on Central Limit Theory. Hence, L2
norm is used to measure the error of an observed feature in the above cost function. As
to the measurement of the error on a plane segment, we use the convex-hull-to-plane
distance as a compromise since it is computationally prohibitive to use the sum of the
point-to-plane distances given the number of points. As stated earlier, this convex-hull-
to-plane distance is statistically the upper-bound of the error of the points on the plane
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segment. Since this error (or noise) also comes from various independent factors, we
assume it is normally distributed and L2 norm is used.

Initialization and Optimization. A general sparse Levenberg-Marquardt solver [20]
is used to minimize the cost function defined in Eq. 4. Since there are only three de-
grees of freedom in a rotation matrix and two degrees of freedom in a normal vector,
the Rodriguez representation and spherical coordinates are used respectively when per-
forming the optimization. Although there are three sets of unknowns, only the camera
poses need to be initialized. The initial parameters for the world planes and world points
are estimated from their corresponding tracks with the given camera poses. The camera
poses are initialized one by one with the pairwise matching results.

Plane Track Refinement. Since we do not match every possible frame pair, some large
planes tend to have several disjoint plane tracks instead of one complete track. These
plane tracks need to be merged together. We compute the plane distance between esti-
mated planes in the world space returned by bundle adjustment according to Eq. 2; if
some of them are closely located, we merge them into one plane and also merge their
plane tracks accordingly. Moreover, we delete a detected plane from its plane track if
its distance to the corresponding world plane is beyond a threshold d. If more than half
the planes of one plane track do not fit its estimated world plane, we delete the entire
plane track. After refining the plane tracks, we rerun the bundle adjustment algorithm,
and repeat the above procedure several times until the plane tracks no longer change.

6 Experiments

We evaluate our algorithm on four datasets of indoor office settings captured in real-
world environment: SN353, SN277, FB220 and LAB. All the datasets except “LAB”
have considerably fewer visual features. Some statistics on the datasets when running
our algorithm are shown on Table 1. In each data set, 200 to 500 frames of RGB-D data
are captured with significant overlaps (please check the supplemental video for what the
datasets look like). Among four datasets, “FB220” is the most challenging one, since
the number of detected feature is dramatically fewer than others. On average, there are
only around 10 matched points per matched frame pair (the number “46” shown under

Table 1. Statistics on four datasets. Under column “#frames”, the number of frames in the se-
quence is recorded before the slash, while the number of frames registered with others is shown
after the slash. The third and fourth column give the average number of all detected features and
matched features respectively. Column “#plane tracks” gives the number of the detected plane
tracks provided to BA and also the number of planes tracks after refinement in BA. Column
“#planes in tracks” gives the total number of planes in all tracks before and after BA.

#features #matched #feature #plane #planes
dataset #frames per frame features tracks tracks in tracks
SN353 228/191 328 143 6066 83/52 1179/916
SN277 381/350 497 129 10695 155/72 1896/1520
FB220 360/280 137 46 3357 138/64 1516/1232

Lab 180/180 694 267 10636 85/46 1236/858
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Table 2. The quantitative measurements of our algorithm. Inside each cell, the average error and
the standard deviation are provided.

dataset point proj error(cm) plane proj error(cm) zero angles(°) right angles(°)
SN353 1.46± 1.37 1.74± 2.03 -0.60± 2.95 89.97± 2.14
SN277 2.01± 1.83 1.68± 1.58 -0.22± 0.80 89.94± 1.70
FB220 2.38± 1.63 2.36± 2.15 -1.17± 2.41 89.96± 2.42

Lab 1.91± 1.77 1.91± 1.66 -0.59± 4.27 89.61± 2.11

the forth column for “FB220” is the average number of the features in one frame that
have matches in all other frames), which can hardly lead to robust registration (cam-
era pose transformation between two frames) with traditional SfM methods. As shown
in the second column of Table 1, some frames are not registered with others and thus
abandoned. This is because: (1)a frame is only matched with key frames and some ad-
jacent frames; (2)the white balance and gain of the RGB channel on Kinect is in “auto”
mode and cannot be disabled with current drivers, so the appearance of objects (mainly
walls and ceilings) across frames changes dramatically, especially when pointing the
camera towards a light (which explains why some ceiling parts in the following results
disappear), leading to missing matches between frames.

The plane/feature trade-off coefficient c in Eq. 4 is set to 0.1 empirically for all the
experiments presented here. The registered point clouds for different rooms using our
algorithm are shown in Fig. 1, along with the planes delivered by BA. The point clouds
shown here come directly from the depth camera and are not further processed to reduce
the noise, while a volumetric method such as [2] could be used to fuse all the depth map
together given the camera poses.

Comparison to Structure from Motion (SfM) Algorithms. To compare our method
with state-of-the-art SfM algorithms, we ran Bundler [5][6] on all datasets. Since cam-
era poses from SfM are determined up to a scale, we need to the find this scale compared
to the one used by the depth camera. SfM outputs a sparse point cloud which can be
projected to image space to extract the depth values from the depth cameras. Hence by
comparing the depth values from the depth camera and those from Bundler, we have
the relative scale.

Not surprisingly, Bundler fails on “FB220”, giving camera poses for only three
frames out of 360 frames. Bundler does give results for “SN353” and “SN277”, but
there are dramatic misalignments between frames as shown in Fig. 6(a), while Bundler
gives visually almost perfect results for dataset “Lab” with rich features. Clearly Bundler
does not work well on dataset with relatively few features, and fails when features are
very sparse. Another observation is that the frames in “Lab” have significant depth vari-
ance than frames in other three scenes. For example, in dataset “FB220” many frames
only capture the side of wall, which is the degenerated case for Bundler and thus results
in inaccurate camera poses.

Comparison to ICP Method. We compared our system with RGBD-ICP algorithm [1].
Since RGBD-ICP also uses visual features to constrain the planes from drifting along
the plane surface direction arbitrarily, it achieved better result than Bundler. But our
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(a) Bundler (b) ICP (c)ICP with Error Re-Distribution (d) Our method (e) details

Fig. 6. Comparison of our algorithm with other methods. The top-down view of the room is
shown. (e) gives detailed comparison of ICP with error distribution and our BA algorithm at
circled parts in (c) and (d).

algorithm comfortably outperformed RGBD-ICP algorithm as shown in Fig. 6(b),
since the error accumulation problem is not handled in RGBD-ICP, while we address
that with our new bundle adjustment formulation. We also compared our system with
KinectFusion[2] which uses only the depth information to align one frame with pre-
viously accumulated data. And as expected, KinectFusion did not result in a reason-
able output on our dataset either, due to its lack of constraints to handle the drifting
in some frames with simple geometry structure.Since our reconstruction input frames
are temporally down-sampled from the original 30 fps hand-held Kinect streams, the
adjacent frames normally have noticeable amount of camera pose differences. Hence,
for RGBD-ICP and KinectFusion to work, a decent initial camera pose is required. The
transformation returned by our robust pairwise matching algorithm introduced in Sec. 4
is used for camera pose initialization.

Comparison to ICP with Global Error Mitigation. As shown in [1], the accumulated
error can be re-distributed globally. To fairly compare our algorithm to the ICP algo-
rithm with error distribution, we use the same frame matching strategy, that is, to match
one frame against all previous key frames and its adjacent frames. After collecting all
the pairwise transformations {〈Rj←i, Tj←i〉|(i, j) ∈ E}, as in [21], we distribute the er-
ror over the graph by minimizing

∑
(i,j)∈E‖Rj←i−RjR

T
i ‖22+‖Tj←i−Tj+Rj←iTi‖22.

As shown in Fig. 6(c), after distributing the accumulated error, ICP gives decent results.
However, some details are not preserved as well as using our method. For example, the
ceiling in “SN277” is distorted as shown in Fig. 6(c). Note that both ICP with and with-
out error re-distribution have to use our robust pairwise matching algorithm with planes
and features for initial registration, otherwise both ICP algorithms would fail frequently
in texture-less regions.
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Quantitative Measurement of Errors. To evaluate our method quantitatively, we mea-
sure the projection error of feature points and planes in all datasets. The estimated 3D
world points and world planes are projected to the camera coordinate system at each
frame to compare them with extracted planes and features. Additionally, the relative
angles between some planes in the room, such as walls, ceilings and floors, are known
(zero angle or right angle), and these angles serve as the ground truth for the measured
angles between the world planes delivered by our system. All the measurements are
listed in Table 2. Although the error on the dataset “FB220” is slightly bigger than oth-
ers, the projection error is considerably small and the measured angles are fairly close
to the ground truth.

Running Times. Our single thread program takes 2.5 to 3 seconds to extract planes
from one frame, another 1.5 seconds to extract SIFT features on a desktop PC with
3.0 CPU Hz. Depending on how many planes and features are in the frames, it takes
up to a few seconds to finish one pairwise matching. In our four datasets, the pairwise
matching on a whole sequence takes two to five hours. We do not perform incremen-
tal bundle adjustment, and instead we perform BA on all frames directly. Generally it
takes less than fifty iterations to converge with the default parameters of the chosen
Levenberg-Marquardt solver [20]. We run bundle adjustment and the plane track re-
finement repeatedly. The whole BA procedure takes 5 to 20 minutes on a dataset. We
expect significant computation speed acceleration with optimized code or on parallel
processing unit such as GPU. This remains one of the future directions of this research
work.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a complete pipeline of indoor 3D reconstruction with a hand-
held RGB-D camera. Given indoor settings, we explore the commonly available high
level plane constraint to achieve better reconstruction quality. By combining both low
level feature correspondences and high level plane primitive, we significantly improves
the reconstruction result in challenging cases with low-texture or low-geometry infor-
mation. More specifically, we demonstrate to use the plane primitive in robust pairwise
matching even when few salient feature points are detected or they are not well dis-
tributed. This compact representation of dense points for planar parts of the scene also
help us incorporate these constraints into the BA framework to globally mitigate the
error. Real world data sets show that our method significantly improves the reconstruc-
tion quality over state-of-the-art scene reconstruction methods and the measured error
is very small comparing to the ground truth.
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